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Abstract 
 
In this modern era Text Similarity Measurement is one of the most vital concerns. We are 

constantly driven to improve our system to minimize human error by achieving high 

accuracy and Machine Learning algorithm is serving the same purpose in many aspects 

like plagiarism checking, answer script checking, optimized search engine etc. Over last 

decade there have been significant improvements in this era. This paper is focused to 

develop a text similarity system which will allow teachers to check a script by comparing 

with a standard answer registered in the system. The objective is not only limited to 

reduce the time but also eradicates the possibility of biasness. The book describes the 

algorithm process and accuracy checking with several examples to ensure a clear 

understanding. 
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Chapter 1 

Introduction 

 

The thesis basically outlines a process to check the similarities between two documents in 

an automated system. The application of this text similarity system can be numerous like 

checking exam scripts, plagiarism checking etc. In recent world we are constantly driven 

to improve our system so that less human  effort  is required at the same time the process 

itself  is efficient enough. To find a continuous improvement process with the assistance 

of machine learning motivates us to research in this particular field.  

1.1 Motivation 
 

Text Similarity Measurement system is an interesting field of machine learning.  Students 

undergo many examinations in their university and the teachers evaluate these students on 

the basis of their answer scripts. However, this manual process of evaluating exam scripts 

is not only a time consuming process but also there are some variance exists with one 

script to another. If there was a process which could give us an instant result by 

comparing with a standard answer registered in the system, the whole process of answer 

script checking could be more efficient in terms of accuracy, zero error & biasness. 

Therefore, this was the motivation for our thesis to establish a system which would 

provide us with the above mentioned facilities. However, much research has been 

executed over time in this field to eradicate the human error as much as possible. The 

main purpose of our study is also to have an effective system to ease the administration 

task. 

1.2 Objectives 
 

The main objective of this thesis study is following: 

 To standardize different documents by comparing two text documents by an 

algorithm process defined system. 

 To make future provision of using the same system in Bengali. 
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 To merge different similarity measure algorithms in order to increase the accuracy 

between two text documents. 

1.3 Organization of the Thesis 
  

The chapter 2 provides a general and fundamental description of Text Similarity Measure 

Algorithms. Also provides goals and benefits. The most important part of this chapter is 

Literature Review or Related Works .We explores similarities to these paper which gives 

inspiration for our work. 

  

The chapter 3 provides each and every methods and techniques we needed for find out 

Text Similarity, provided specific objectives and an overview of our approach.   

 

This chapter 4 includes Results, findings, discussion of results. (Algorithm, Flowchart, 

Table for presenting accuracies, bar charts, Pie charts) 

 

This chapter 5 includes Final words and our Further Development or Future Research. 
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Chapter 2                                                                                      

Background and Related Works 

 

Our main goal is to find out the similarity between two text documents.  For every question there 

is a standard answer. Many students can answer this question in multiple ways. Our goal is to 

find out the similarity between standard answer and a sample answer. We mainly find out 

similarity between two documents. Based on the accuracy‟s percentage the marks for a certain 

individual shall be determined. 

 

  
 

Fig 2.1: Question with standard answer and a sample answer. 

 

From above diagram shows if we choose a question we can automatic find the standard answer. 

Whenever we select a sample answer and press the button Word2Vector or TF-IDF we will find 

the similarity of those two text documents. Based on this accuracy‟s percentage the marks for a 

certain individual shall be determined. For example, for each question their will be a definite and 

standard answer that is stored in a text file. Therefore whenever a student will answer the 

question that will be cross matched with our standard one. Based on those matching the accuracy 
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of the answer shall be determined.  Like of the attempted answer  and standard answer match 

around 50.0%, 90.0%, 65.0% then students will get 5, 9, 6.5 (out of 10) respectively for that 

particular set of question. We have implemented 5 similarity measure algorithms. So people can 

use any of them for their desired purpose. 

2.1 Fundamental Tools and Techniques of Text Similarity 
 
We communicate using words, a form of unstructured data. Unfortunately, computers suck at 

working with unstructured data because there is no standard technique to process it.  It’s not an 

easy task teaching computers to understand how we communicate. For this reason we have to 

process this data firstly. 

 

Fig 2.2: Types of NLP 

Natural Language Processing is the technology used to help computers to understand the human’s 

structured data. It is a branch of artificial intelligence that deals with the interaction between 

computers and humans using the natural language. It will process the contents present in standard 

answer and sample answer. There is lots of way to convert a text to vector. But for our case we 

have used two methods. 

1. TF-IDF 

2. Word2Vector 

After finding vector we have used 5 similarity algorithms for similarity measurement. 

1. Euclidean Similarity: 

 
 

2. Manhattan Similarity: 

|a1-a2|+|b1-b2| 
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3. Minkowski Similarity: 

  
 

4. Cosine  Similarity: 

Sim (A, B) =cos (θ) =A.B/||A||||B|| 

 

5. Jaccard Similarity: 

J(S, M) = | SM |/| SM | 

 

2.2 Objectives 
 

Main focus is to find out the similarity between two texts. For one specific question there will be 

a standard answer and several scripts. We have to find out the similarity between standard 

answer and one of the scripts. Finally based on accuracy we have to give mark to the script.  

 

2.3 Benefits 
 

It can be a very potential tool as a teacher can easily check all the scripts with in very short time. 

Also save time as a sample script can be checked within few seconds. The result will accurate 

and exact. We can say unmistakable result. Sometimes many students suffer or we in other word 

we can say many students get advantages. So it also ensures „NO Favoritism‟. 

 

2.4 Related works 
 

Over the past several years, several research projects related to text similarity analyses have been 

implemented. This is one of the necessary research areas in which many papers have already 

been published. 
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Semantic similarity approaches have been applied in semantic internet associated applications. 

There is a novel on calculating the similarity between paragraphs, but there is not several work 

connected to the calculation of similarity between sentences or texts. 

The vector-based approaches are basically used in Information Retrieval (IR) systems to find out 

similarity, in which by representing a document as a word vector, then queries are matched to 

associated documents in the document store through a similarity metric. 

The Semantic Analysis (LSA) [15] [16] and the Hyperspace Analogues to Language (HAL) 

model [17] are two very well known approaches in the field of corpus-based similarity. 

Maguitman et al. [18] suggested a solution filled gap of how text observations could be used to 

formulate the related measure accordance with semantic similarity. From information theoretic 

similarity the semantic similarity between two texts is the degree of the number of meaning 

shared by meaning of logics. 

LSA analyses a huge document storage of natural language information and it provides basically 

a representation that simply finds the terms and text documents similarity. 

Li et al. [19] proposed a very well known hybrid approach that generates text similarity from not 

only syntactic but also semantic approaches in compared texts. Their technique basically forms a 

joint word set using all of the specific words in two couple phrases dynamically. For each of the 

phrase, it basically derived an unrefined semantic vector. 

A very well known method proposed by Sahami et al. [20] to measure semantic similarity 

between two text documents using very small text snippet collections returned for those texts by 

a search engine. This method solves the problem that existed in earlier methods foe example 

Cosine similarity that measure the similarity between small texts.  

Sanghamitra Bandyopadhay and Koushik Mallick [21] established a new shortest path based 

hybrid determine of ontological correspondence between couple words which combine the 

structure of information content of the terms and the Gene Ontology graph. Gene Ontology 

consists of vocabulary of terms. Here the similarity between two terms X1 and X2 is achieved 

from the common relations of X1 and X2. Another is generally from remaining relations. 

A double-checking method proposed by Chen et al. [22] by applying the term snippets achieved  

from Web search engine for computing semantic similarity between terms. 

Yuncheng Jiang et al. [23] proposed a new similarity computation approach which is based on 

feature. 
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Hung Chim and Xiaotie Deng [24] developed a simple way for computing document similarity. 

Francine Chen et al. [25] develped Story Link Detection methods that easily determine whether 

two stories are about the same relations which are generally depends on the cosine similarity 

measure between this two stories.  

Mohamed Ali Hadj Taieb et al. [26] developed a method for calculating semantic similarity. 

Gomaa and Fahmy [27] presented a survey on multiple methods of semantic similarity. 

Short texts similarity has several publications Aminul Islam and Diana Inkpen [28]. This system 

introduces a method for measuring the semantic similarity of information content using a corpus-

proposed a based method of semantic word similarity using both normalized and modified 

version of the LCS. 

Peter D. Turney [29] proposed Latent Relational Analysis (LRA) for calculating semantic 

similarity between words. 

Anna Huang [30] propossed a method to figure out the efficiency of similarity measures in 

partitioned clustering for text document collection. 

Paul Vitanyi [31] suggested a measure for figure out semantic similarity distance without any 

parameter.  

Rudi L. Cilibrasi and Paul M.B. Vitanyi [32] have presented a very new concept. That is 

similarity of words and sentences using information distance and Kolmogorov complexity. 

Danushka Bollegala et al. [33] developed a way to measure semantic similarity between words 

with the help of search engines.  

Lixin Han et al. [34] proposed a way to calculate the semantic similarity from heterogeneous 

ontology Peipei Xia et al. [35] proposed a method to learn similarities that generally called as 

cosine similarity ensemble. 

Danushka Bollegala, Yutaka Matsuo and Mitsuru Ishizuka [36] proposed an developed method 

to compute almost semantic similarity using text snippets cut from a search engine for two terms. 
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Chapter 3                                                                                

Techniques of Similarity Measurement 

Standard Sentence: Mathematics is my favorite subject. There are 3 different sentences inside the 

table. From following example we can see the standard sentence. A1, A2, A3 are all sample 

sentences. Standard sentence is about mathematics and favorite subject. There is a big difference 

between standard sentence and A1.  Because A1 is about a pet whose name is Michel.  But in A3 

there is a similarity. Both sentences are about Mathematics. Last sentence A3‟s meaning is quite 

similar to standard sentence.  

 

Table 3.1: Similarity of sentences corresponding to standard sentence 

 

 ID Sample Sentence Similarity (%) 

 A1 I love my pet Michel very 

much. 
0% 

 A2 He hates mathematics 25% 

 A3 

 

I always consider 

mathematics as my favorite 

subject. 

87.88% 

 

3.1 Techniques 
 
We can’t communicate in “structured data” or we cannot speak binary. We communicate using 

words, a form of unstructured data. But, computers suck at working with these kind of 

unstructured data because there is no technique to process it.  It’s not an easy task learn computers 

to understand how we generally express or communicate. 

For this reason we have to process this data firstly. 
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3.1.1 Natural Language Processing (NLP) 

Natural Language Processing is the technology that is generally used to help computers to understand 

our structured data. It is a section of artificial intelligence that deals with the interaction between 

computers and humans using the natural language (NLP). NLP encompasses applying algorithms for 

extracting the NLP rules so that unstructured data converted into a form that computer can easily 

understand. After providing text documents, computer will execute the algorithms for extracting the 

meaning associated with the sentence and find out the important data from them. Syntactic analysis 

and semantic analysis are the two main techniques used to complete Natural Language Processing 

tasks. 

 

3.1.2 Techniques used in NLP 

There are two type of techniques basically used in NLP.  

 Syntax 

 Semantic 

 

Syntax Analysis 

Syntax refers to the organization of words in a sentence so that these words make only grammatical 

sense. In NLP, syntactic analysis is used to assess how the natural language regulate with the 

grammatical rules. 

 

Semantic Analysis 

We have used semantic analysis because it refers to the meaning conveyed by a text. Semantic 

analysis is the most difficult demeanor in the field of NLP. It basically involves algorithm to 

understand the words. That the reason for using it. 
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3.2 Conversion of sentence to vector 

 

Whenever computer gets the sentence it‟s very necessary to find a vector format from this 

sentence. Whenever we find vector we have to apply similarity measure algorithms. There are 

lots of way or conversion methods for converting a sentence to vector. Such as: 

1. TF-IDF 

2. Word to vector 

3. Doc to vector 

4. Wiki to vector 

5. LSTM-RNN 

6. Skip gram and so on. 

We have used IF-IDF and Word to vector from above methods. 

 

3.2.1 TF-IDF 

The term frequency-inverse document frequency (TF-IDF) is a very well know method for 

finding how actually important is a word in a document. In the method a text is represented as a 

vector. For doing that, we have selected all of text from a specific document called standard 

document. Convert it to a dimension in the vector space. Similarly we also get a vector from a 

sample document. But there are some kind of words which are called stop words that are present 

in both standard document and sample documents, and we‟re doing is extracting important 

features from documents, features do identify them among other similar documents, so using 

terms like “the, is, are, that, at, on”, etc.. These aren‟t going to help us, so simply we‟ll just 

ignore them. An example: 

A1: I am very glad to know that you got GPA 5:00. 

Suppose A1 is selected text from standard document. 

A2: I am very happy to know that you got golden A+. 

Suppose A2 is selected text from sample document. 
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Term Frequency (TF) 

 
The terms like “is”, “that”, and “to” will be ignored as cited before. Because this is stop words 

and we cannot extract any kind of meaningful puss from it. Now that we have a simple index 

vocabulary, we can convert the standard document set into a vector space where each term of the 

vector is indexed as our index vocabulary, so the first term of the vector represents the “I” term 

of our vocabulary, the second represents “very” and so on. Now, we‟re going to use the term-

frequency to represent each term in our vector space; the term-frequency is a measure of how 

many times the terms present in our vocabulary. 

For A1-> (I, very, glad, know, you, got, GPA, 5.00) 

For A2-> (I, very, happy, know, you, got, golden, A+) 

TF rules: 

 
 

 
 

 

So it will words as, tf(I, A2), (very, A2) and so on. It is called term-frequency. 

 

Inverse Document Frequency (IDF) 

The IDF is a measure of how much information the word provides. It's common or rare across all 

documents. It is the logarithmically inverse fraction of the documents that contain the word. 

IDF rules: 

idf(t, D)=log  
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TF-IDF 

 

So by using this TF-IDF method we get a vector which can help to apply similarity algorithm. 

Final TF-IDF algorithm is given below: 

 

Algorithm: TF-IDF 

from sklearn.feature_extraction.text import TfidfVectorizer 

from mosestokenizer import MosesDetokenizer 

from nltk.corpus import stopwords 

from math import sqrt 

from decimal import Decimal 

#open to file in this directory 

f1= open('/Users /Desktop/thesis/1.f1', 'r') 

f2= open('/Users /Desktop/thesis/2.f2', 'r') 

#put file data in data variable 

mainData = f1.read() 

checkSimilarityData = f2.read() 

#remove stop word from this data(am, an etc.) 

stop = set(stopwords.words('english')) 

mainData = [word for word in mainData.split() if word not in stop] 

checkSimilarityData= [word for word in checkSimilarityData.split() if word not in stop] 

print(mainData) 

print(checkSimilarityData) 

#data are tokenized to convert it to vector we must detokenize data or make it a string 

detokenize = MosesDetokenizer('en') 

mainData = detokenize(mainData) 

checkSimilarityData = detokenize(checkSimilarityData) 

#printing data whinch are now string 

print(mainData) 
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print(checkSimilarityData) 

#changing sentence to vector 

tfidf = TfidfVectorizer() 

response = tfidf.fit_transform([mainData, checkSimilarityData]) 

feature_names = tfidf.get_feature_names() 

print(response) 

print(feature_names) 

#for every word how much similar they are  

for col in response.nonzero()[1]: 

     print(feature_names[col], ' - ', response[0, col],'-',response[1, col]) 

#seperate standard answer and sample answer      

x=[response.nonzero()[1]][0] 

y=[response.nonzero()[0]][0] 

 

standard=[] 

sample=[] 

j=0 

k=0 

l=0 

for i in y: 

    if i == 0: 

        standard.insert(j,response[0,x[k]]) 

     elif i== 1: 

        sample.insert(l,response[0,x[k]]) 

    k=k+1     

 

 Fig 3.1: Algorithm of TF-IDF 
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3.2.2 Word to Vector 

Vector space mode simply represents words in a vector space where semantically similar type 

words are mapped to nearby words so easily. 

Word to Vector is a bundle of models which helps us to derive interaction between a word and its 

neighbor words. Suppose the text is:  I am very glad. 

 

 

Fig 3.2:  Diagram of Word2Vector 

So for, 

„I‟ it will check (I, am) and (I, very) 

„Am‟ will check (am, I), (am, very) and (am, glad) 

Final Word2Vector algorithm is given below: 

 

 

Algorithm: Word2Vector 

#from mosestokenizer import MosesDetokenizer 

from nltk.corpus import stopwords 

from gensim.models import Word2Vec 

import numpy as np 

from math import sqrt 

from decimal import Decimal 

#open to file in this directory 

f1= open('/Users /Desktop/thesis/1.f1', 'r') 

f2= open('/Users /Desktop/thesis/5.f2', 'r') 

#put file data in data variable 

mainData = f1.read() 

checkSimilarityData = f2.read() 
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#remove stop word from this data(am, an etc.) 

stop = set(stopwords.words('english')) 

mainData = [word for word in mainData.split() if word not in stop] 

checkSimilarityData= [word for word in checkSimilarityData.split() if word not in stop] 

print(mainData) 

print(checkSimilarityData) 

model=Word2Vec(mainData,min_count=1); 

model2=Word2Vec(checkSimilarityData,min_count=1); 

#vocab=model.vocab.keys() 

#wordInVocab=len(vocab) 

def sent_vector (sentence,model): 

    sent_vec=np.zeros(100) 

    num_of_word=0 

    for w in sentence:  

        try: 

            sent_vec=np.add(sent_vec,model[w]) 

                num_of_word+=1 

        except: 

            pass 

    return abs(sent_vec/np.sqrt(sent_vec.dot(sent_vec)))  #normalize sent_vec 

  sample=sent_vector(mainData,model) 

standard=sent_vector(checkSimilarityData,model2) 

for i in range(len(mainData)): 

    print(mainData[i],'-',sample[i]) 

print('----------------------------')      

for i in range(len(checkSimilarityData)): 

    print(checkSimilarityData[i],'-',standard[i]) 

 

Fig 3.3: Algorithm of Word2vector 

 
3.3 Similarity Measure Algorithms 
 

Similarity measure means basically how much close two texts are. It is a distance with dimension 

generally representing features of these kinds of texts. The degree will be high if the distance is 
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very small but if the distance is large then the degree of similarity will be very low. That‟s the 

main concept of similarity algorithms. 

After finding vector we have used 5 similarity algorithms for similarity measurement. 

1. Euclidean Similarity 

2. Manhattan Similarity 

3. Minkowski Similarity 

4. Cosine Similarity 

5. Jaccard Similarity 

 

3.3.1 Euclidean Similarity  

 Many measures of similarity and also dissimilarity are called Euclidean distance. Suppose X and 

Y are two vectors. Distance of these two vectors is shown as follows: 

     

               

 

  

Fig 3.4: Diagram of Euclidean Similarity 

 

So we can easily understand that this distance is the square root of the sum of square differences 

between tow vectors. Suppose X and Y are two vectors.  

3.3.2 Manhattan Similarity 

Manhattan distance is the distance between two vectors is the sum of the absolute differences of 

their Cartesian coordinates. Actually it is the sum of the difference between x and y coordinates. 

Here, a and b are two vectors. So, a and b are varying in X coordinates and y coordinates.  
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Manhattan distance=|a1-a2|+|b1-b2| 

 

 
Fig 3.5: Diagram of Manhattan Similarity 

 

 

 

3.3.3 Minkowski Similarity 

 

Minkowski is a distance that is a generalized from of Manhattan and Euclidean distance. 

 

 

Here, d^MKD = minikowski distance 

      i, j, k = index of the variable 

      n= total number of variables y 

      = order of Minkowski metric 
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Fig 3.6: Diagram of Minkowski Similarity 

 

3.3.4 Cosine Similarity 

Cosine similarity mainly finds the normalized dot products of two vectors. From cosine 

similarity we find the cosine of the two angles between tow vectors. We know cos0=0 and less 

than 1 generates other angles. Two vectors which have same orientation similarity of 1, tow 

vectors which have 90 a similarity of 0. 

Sim (A, B) =cos (θ) =A.B/||A||||B|| 

 
Fig 3.7: Diagram of Cosine Similarity 

 

3.3.5 Jaccard Similarity 

For understanding the Jaccard algorithm we need to know set concepts. 
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Sets 

Set: Basically a set is collection of objects. 

S = {a, s, d, f, g} 

M = {z, x, d , v} 

Cardinality: counts how many elements are in S. 

|S|=5 

|M|=4 

Intersection: reveals all objects which are in both sets. 

SM = {d} 

Union: reveals all the items which are in two sets. 

SM = {a, s, d, f, g, z, x, v} 

So the jaccard similarity is 

J(S, M) = | SM |/| SM | 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

3.4 Using Vector to Implement Similarity Measurement Algorithms 

 

Algorithm is given below: 

Algorithm: Similarity Measurement 

# Euclidean distance: 

def euclidean_distance(standard,sample): 

  return sqrt (sum(pow(a-b,2) for a,b in zip(standard,sample)))       

     

a=euclidean_distance(standard,sample)  

print('euclidean')    

print(1-a) 

#mahanttan distance 

def manhattan_distance(standard,sample): 

    return sum(abs(a-b) for a,b in zip(standard,sample)) 

b=manhattan_distance(standard,sample)  

print('manhattan')    

print(1-b) 
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#minkowski distance 

def nth_root(value,n_root): 

    root_value=1/float(n_root) 

    return round(Decimal(value)** Decimal(root_value),3) 

def minkowski_distance(standard,sample): 

    return nth_root(sum(pow(abs(a-b),3) for a,b in zip(standard,sample)),3) 

b=minkowski_distance(standard,sample)  

print('minkowski')    

print(1-b) 

 

#cosine distance 

def square_rooted(x): 

    return round(sqrt(sum(a*a for a in x)),3) 

def cosine_distance(standard,sample): 

    numerator=sum(a*b for a,b in zip(standard,sample)) 

    denumerator=square_rooted(standard)*square_rooted(sample) 

    return round(numerator/float(denumerator),3) 

b=cosine_distance(standard,sample)  

print('cosine')    

print(b) 

#jaccard distance 

def jaccard_distance(stndard,sample): 

    intersection=len(set.intersection(*[set(standard),set(sample)])) 

    union=len(set.union(*[set(standard),set(sample)])) 

    return intersection/float(union) 

b=jaccard_distance(standard,sample)  

print('jaccard')    

print(b) 

 

 

Fig 3.8: Algorithm of Similarity Measurement 
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Chapter 4                                                                                         

Similarity Measurement and Comparison of Accuracy 

4.1 Similarity Measure 

 We have implemented five algorithms using two conversion method TF-IDF and word2vector 

for similarity measurement. 

 
 

Fig 4.1: Implemented five algorithms using TF-IDF 
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Fig 4.2: Implemented five algorithms using Word2Vector 

Basically we input two files. One is Standard document and another is Sample document. Each 

algorithm gives a different result based on Sample document which depends on Standard 

document.  

 

4.2 Execution of Algorithm 

 As we input two files. This algorithm outputs five accuracies. 

  
 

Fig 4.3: Algorithm‟s Input and Output  
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 4.2.1 Input 

As we know we input two documents which contain text. We have to find out how much similar 

these two documents. Standard document which contains standard text or sentence based on the 

specific topic. Sample document has various types of text. It can be similar to Standard 

document or not be similar to the document. Our task is to find out the similarity and show it as a 

percentage form. The main motive of our thesis is to find out the similarity between different 

files.  

For an Example:   

A teacher has a standard answer of a specific question. He has two answer scripts which 

given by his two students (X and Y). 

File 1=> Standard Document (Standard answer) 

File 2=> Sample Document1 (similar to Standard document which is X‟s script) 

File 3=> Sample Document2 (not similar to Standard document which is Y‟s script) 

 
 

Fig 4.4: File1 Standard Document 
 

 
Fig 4.5: File2 Sample Document1 
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Fig 4.6: File3 Sample Document2 

From above three file we can observe very easily that file1 and file2 are quite similar but file1 

and file3 are totally different. Now we have to find out similarities.  

4.2.2 Executing algorithm 

 

 
 

Fig 4.7: Flow chart of the algorithm. 
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Similarity measurement (File1 and File2) 

 

1. Firstly we take File1, File2 as input. We have to find out the similarity between these two 

files. 

2. All the text or content or data of two files put into two different variables. 

3. Remove all the stop words from two files. Such as is, am, are etc. These are not useful for 

similarity measurement. 

4. All data must be tokenized for converting to vector  

5.  After tokenizing data, we have to de-tokenize data to make it as a string 

6. All data converted into a vector form. 

7. Check the similarity for each word until all words won‟t be checked. 

8. Now execute 5 similarity measure algorithms. 

9. Finally we get 5 accuracies for File2(comparing to file1). 

Above way we can also find out or observe the similarity between File1 and File3. 

 

4.2.3 Output 

After executing algorithm we found this accuracy chart. This chart gives us the clear and specific 

idea of similarity measurement. 

Table 4.1: Accuracy table for similar type of document 

 

                               File 2=> Sample Document1 

 Name of the Algorithm Accuracy (%) 

 Euclidean Similarity 94.77% 

Manhattan Similarity 54.44% 

Minkowski Similarity 60.21% 

Cosine Similarity 27.54% 

Jaccard Similarity 50.00% 
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As we can see Standard document and Sample document1 are quite similar. So the resultant 

accuracies are high. The accuracy is very high as the distance is very small. From the Table 4.1 

we can see the accuracies of all algorithms. The highest accuracy is 94.77% and lowest accuracy 

is 27.54%. We can use any of the any of the similarity algorithm for our desired purpose. 

 

Table 4.2: Accuracy table for dissimilar type of document 

 

                               File 3=> Sample Document2 

 Name of the Algorithm Accuracy (%) 

 Euclidean Similarity 34.36% 

Manhattan Similarity 14.40% 

Minkowski Similarity 21.6% 

Cosine Similarity 8.50% 

Jaccard Similarity 2.00% 

 

 

As we can see Standard document and Sample document2 are much different. So there resultant 

accuracies are very low. The distance is large then the similarity is very low. From the Table 4.2 

we can see the accuracies of all algorithms. The highest accuracy is 34.36% and lowest accuracy 

is 2.00%. So we can see the actual difference between two documents. One of them is very 

similar to the standard document and another is quite dissimilar from standard document. It‟s 

because of the distance. 
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4.3 Graphical views 

 
 

Fig 4.8: Bar chart for Sample Document1. X axis presents name of the algorithm and Y axis 

presents similarity. 

 

 

 

 
 

Fig 4.9: Bar chart for Sample Document2. X axis presents name of the algorithm and Y axis 

presents similarity. 
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Fig 4.10: Pie chart for Sample Document1 

 

 

 

 
 

Fig 4.11: Pie chart for Sample Document2 
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Chapter 5                                                                                

Conclusion and Future Development 

5.1 Conclusion 
 

 

The concept of similarity measurement is very important and vital concern in this new era. It is 

also widely used concept. We have tried to introduce a way to learn sentence representations for 

semantic textual similarity. This article contains mainly five algorithms that we have 

implemented for similarity measurement using two conversion methods (TF-IDF and 

Word2Vector). We always provide a standard document that can be as trained document. And 

also provide a/some sample documents that can be used as text document. After executing our 

five most popular similarity measure algorithms we will get accuracy easily. These five 

algorithms basically provide five types of accuracy. We think it will be very useful in the field if 

computer science. Therefore, future efforts are very essential to improve the ability for 

increasing the accuracy using Machine Learning tools and methods. 

5.2 Future Development 
 

As we all know similarity measurement is a very vast area in the field of computer science 

especially in Artificial Intelligence and Machine learning. So it‟s our desire to implement many 

more concerns with this similarity measurement. 

5.2.1 Our further research 

 

Following concerns could be suitable for future research: 

1. Firstly, we will implement other conversion method (text to vector) to observe the 

accuracy whether it increases or not. 

2. Secondly, we will merge the result of similarity measure algorithms to obtain a maximum 

accuracy. 
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3. Throughout the thesis we have worked with English context only. As Bengali is our 

mother tongue we want to implement those algorithms for Bengali. We think we will 

very essential for our country. 
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